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Massive gravity in three dimensions accepts several different formulations. Recently, the 3-
dimensional bigravity dRGT model in first order form, Zwei-Dreibein gravity, was considered by
Bergshoeff et al. and it was argued that the Boulware-Deser mode is killed by extra constraints.
We revisit this assertion and conclude that there are sectors on the space of initial conditions, or
subsets of the most general such model, where this mode is absent. But, generically, the theory does
carry 3 degrees of freedom and thus the Boulware-Deser mode is still active. Our results also sheds
light on the equivalence between metric and vierbein formulations of dRGT model.
The search for a well-defined, unitary, stable, massive
version of general relativity has seen huge interest in re-
cent years (for a review see [17]). de Rham, Gabadadze
and Tolley (henceforth dRGT) have recently constructed
a theory of massive gravity [8], [9], [10], for which there
seems to be an agreement (following in particular the
works of [15],[14]) that the Boulware-Deser mode [6],[5]
–an instability of non-linear Pauli-Fierz [13] theory– is
eliminated by a wise choice of interaction potential.
A particularly simple and nice formulation of dRGT
gravity was put forward in [18] (see also [11, 12] for a
discussion on the equivalence between metric and viel-
bein formulations). The action is built using vielbeins
1-forms and their corresponding 2-forms curvatures. A
three dimensional version of this formulation, which can
shed light on the four dimensional one, has recently been
considered in [4]. The action is
I =
∫ (
Rˆaeˆ
a + Qˆaℓˆ
a + k1 ǫabceˆ
aeˆbℓˆc + k2 ǫabcℓˆ
aℓˆbeˆc
)
,(1)
where eˆa and ℓˆa are two independent dreibeins. Here and
henceforth wedge product are implicit. The connections
are denoted by wˆa and πˆa with curvatures
Rˆa = dωˆa − 1
2
ǫabcωˆ
bωˆc, Qˆa = dπˆa − 1
2
ǫabcπˆ
bπˆc.
All hatted quantities are spacetime forms. The corre-
sponding spatial forms will be denoted by the same let-
ter without the hat. Latin indexes are raised and lowered
with Minkowski metric ηab and ηab. For simplicity we do
not incorporate cosmological constants at each sector. k1
and k2 are free parameters.
It was argued in [4] that (1) does not carry a Boulware-
Deser mode, in agreement with the 4-dimensional claims
(mostly based on the metric formulation, see however
[1, 12, 18]). The goal of this Letter is to critically analyze
this issue. Our conclusion will be that the Boulware-
Deser mode is generically still active in the formulation
(1) even though there are indeed subcases where it is
absent.
The simplicity of working in three dimensions is seen
by the fact that the action (1) is already in Hamiltonian
form. One only needs to perform a 2+1 decomposition
of forms,
eˆaµ dx
µ = eai dx
i + ea
0
dt ≡ ea + ea
0
dt (2)
ℓˆaµ dx
µ = ℓai dx
i + ℓa0dt ≡ ℓa + ℓa0dt (3)
and likewise for wˆaµdx
µ ,πˆaµdx
µ. The action in the 2+1
decomposition becomes
I =
∫
ω˙aea + π˙
aℓa + ω
a
0Dea + π
a
0∇ℓa
+ec0
(
Rc + 2k1ǫabce
aℓb + k2ǫabcℓ
aℓb
)
+ℓc0
(
Qc + 2k2ǫabcℓ
aeb + k1ǫabce
aeb
)
, (4)
where one can read the symplectic structure in a straight-
forward way. Here ‘dot’ stands for time derivative and
Dva = dva − ǫabcωbvc, ∇va = dva − ǫabcπbvc. (5)
Note that we still use form notation on the 2-dimensional
spatial manifold.
The spatial fields {eai , wbj} and {ℓai , πbj} form 12 canon-
ical pairs, while the temporal components ea
0
, ℓa
0
, wa
0
, πa
0
are 12 Lagrange multipliers. This property is characteris-
tic of generally covariant systems and, as we shall remark
below, has important consequences on the consistency al-
gorithm.
Let us do a first counting of degrees of freedom based
on the number of canonical variables and constraints (we
shall argue below that there are no secondary constraints
in the most generic case). There are 24 canonical vari-
ables and 12 constraints. The gauge symmetries are 6
(3 overall Lorentz transformations plus 3 overall diffeo-
morphisms). Thus, among the 12 constraints, 6 of them
must be first class, and the remaining 6 must be second
class. The Lagrange multipliers do not contribute to the
degrees of freedom count. Each first class constraint kills
two canonical variables and each second class constraint
kills one. The expected number of degrees of freedom is
2then
1
2
(24− 2× 6− 6) = 3. (6)
There are two aspects one needs to check to validate
this counting. First, we must prove that are no sec-
ondary constraints arising from consistency of the pri-
mary ones. Second, we must prove that there are no
hidden “undiscovered” gauge symmetries which could in-
crease the number of first class constraints.
We start by arguing that a Lagrangian of the form
(4) does not give rise to secondary constraints, at least
on its generic sector (to be defined below). To simplify
the notation, let us collect all canonical variables in pairs
qi, pi, and the Lagrange multipliers in a set λ
α. The
action (4) has the form
I[qi, pj , λ
α] =
∫
dt(piq˙
i − λαφα(q, p)), (7)
where φα(q, p) are functions of the canonical variables
and the Lagrange multipliers λα are independent vari-
ables. Variation of this action with respect to λα, pi and
qi yields the equations of motion,
φα(p, q) = 0, q˙
i =
∂φα
∂pi
λα, p˙i = −∂φα
∂qi
λα, (8)
respectively. The constraints φα = 0 must be preserved
in time. Thus, they must satisfy,
dφα
dt
=
∂φα
∂qi
q˙i +
∂φα
∂pi
p˙i = [φα, φβ ]λ
β ≈ 0. (9)
In the second equality we have used the equations of mo-
tion (8).
Despite the fact that (9) are algebraic (no time deriva-
tives), they are not constraints in the Dirac sense because
they contain the Lagrange multipliers. When analyzing
(9), three different situations may arise:
1. First class algebra: If [φα, φβ ] = f
γ
αβφγ for some
f
γ
αβ , then (9) impose no conditions. The Lagrange
multipliers are not fixed by the equations leaving
undetermined functions. In this situation, there is
a gauge symmetry generated by φα.
2. Second class constraints: If [φα, φβ ] is invertible,
then Eq. (9) implies λβ = 0. There are no unde-
termined functions and no gauge symmetry.
3. Mixed case: If [φα, φβ ] has a some non-zero eigen-
values, then some Lagrange multipliers are fixed
and some are arbitrary. There is a gauge symmetry
generated by the subset of constraints satisfying a
first class algebra. Our system belong to this class.
In any event, equations (9) either impose no conditions
at all or can be solved as restrictions on the Lagrange
multipliers, without implying secondary constraints [19].
Having said that, let us note the following possible
bifurcations of the consistency algorithm. Generically,
the matrix of Poisson bracket of constraints
[φα, φβ ] ≡ Cαβ(p, q) (10)
is a function of the canonical coordinates qi, pj . Then,
the conditions (9) could be solved, for example, by im-
posing Cαβ(p, q) = 0, rather than as a condition on λ
α.
(Of course a mixed case where some components of Cαβ
vanish is also possible.) This introduces new constraints
on the canonical variables q, p. The algorithm has to
be run again making sure that Cαβ(p, q) is preserved.
Provided the new consistency conditions can be carried
to a good end, one has found a different sector of the
space of solutions, with further constraints. This branch
will carry less degrees of freedom. The Boulware-Deser
mode in Zwei-Dreiben gravity, as discussed in [4], was
killed in this way, as we will argue. However there exists
other branches (in fact more generic) where this mode is
present.
For any theory, the generic sector is the one where (9)
is solved by conditions on the Lagrange multipliers. (In
the case of a first class algebra, (9) is automatically sat-
isfied.) This sector imposes a minimum set of constraints
on the initial conditions and carry the maximum number
of degrees of freedom. Other sectors, where (9) is solved
as conditions on p, q carry less degrees of freedom. These
restricted sectors are unstable under generic perturba-
tions of the initial conditions.
Let us derive (9) for the system described by the action
(1). It is interesting to note that these equations can
be derived without actually computing Poisson brackets
(for completeness, we exhibit the Poisson brackets below
anyway). Start from the covariant equations
Rˆa = −ǫabc(2k1eˆbℓˆc + k2ℓˆbℓˆc) (11)
Qˆa = −ǫabc(k1eˆbeˆc + 2k2eˆbℓˆc) (12)
Dˆeˆa = 0 (13)
∇ˆℓˆa = 0 (14)
which follow by varying (1) with respect to ea, ℓa, wa, πa.
These equations satisfy some integrability conditions.
First, the curvatures satisfy the Bianchi identities DˆRˆa =
0 and ∇ˆQˆa = 0 (wedge symbols omitted). Second, the
covariant derivatives satisfy Cartan equations DˆDˆeˆa =
ǫabcRˆ
beˆc and ∇ˆ∇ˆℓˆa = ǫabcQˆbℓˆc. Using these relations on
equations (11-14) we derive three algebraic relations,
(k1eˆ
a + k2ℓˆ
a)eˆbℓˆ
b=0 (15)
(k1eˆb + k2ℓˆb)(wˆ
b − πˆb)eˆa + k2(wˆa − πˆa)ℓˆbeˆb=0 (16)
(k1eˆb + k2ℓˆb)(wˆ
b − πˆb)ℓˆa + k1(wˆa − πˆa)eˆbℓˆb=0 (17)
These algebraic relations are not constraints, in the Dirac
sense, because they mix the canonical variables (eai , l
a
i ...)
3with the Lagrange multipliers (ea
0
, la
0
...). In fact, equa-
tions (15),(16) and (17) are exactly the consistency rela-
tions (9) for this particular theory. To convince oneself
that (15),(16) and (17) are linear in the Lagrange multi-
pliers, as (9), it is enough to note that they are 3-form
equations and thus each term will contain one, and only
one, factor of ea0, l
a
0 , w
a
0 or π
a
0 .
In Ref. [4], Eq. (15) was solved imposing
eˆa lˆ
a = 0. (18)
Then, (16) and (17), together with invertibility of eˆa and
ℓˆa, imply (k1eˆb + k2ℓˆb)(wˆ
b − πˆb)=0. The spatial projec-
tions of these equations are,
χ1 ≡ eala = 0, χ2 ≡ (k1eb+k2ℓb)(wb−πb) = 0. (19)
These equations are secondary constraints in the Dirac
sense, i.e., algebraic relations involving only the canon-
ical variables (not the Lagrange multipliers). However,
the complete equations are (15),(16) and (17) not (19).
One can find particular solutions satisfying (19) but they
do not capture the whole theory. Indeed, there exist so-
lutions satisfying (15),(16),(17) but not (19) (or (18)) .
An example is provided by the fields,
eˆaµ =


r 0 0
0
√
k2√
2k1
1
r
0
0 0 r

 , (20)
ℓˆaµ =


−k1
k2
r 0 0
0 c
r
r
k2
√
2c2k1k22 − k21
0 0 −k1
k2
r

 (21)
where c is an integration constant. These fields are per-
fectly reasonable solutions (eˆa describes anti-de Sitter
space) and the combination
eˆaℓˆ
a = −
√
2c2k1k22 − k21√
2k2k1
drdφ 6= 0 (22)
is not zero. These fields can easily be generalized to a
solution where χ2 is also non-zero.
There are however cases where (15),(16) and (17)
do lead to extra constraints. For example, if k1=0
(k2=0) then invertibility of ℓ
a (ea) implies that (19) must
hold. More generally, on the subset of solutions where
k1eˆ
a+k2ℓˆ
a is invertible as a matrix, equations (15) imply
that (19) must hold. However, invertibility of k1eˆ
a+k2ℓˆ
a
does not follow from action (1). For example, k1eˆ
a+k2ℓˆ
a
evaluated on the solution (20),(21) is not invertible, even
though the vierbeins eˆa and ℓˆa are. Insisting upon in-
vertibility of k1eˆ
a + k2ℓˆ
a has to be imposed as an extra
constraint on the theory. Note that this is fully consis-
tent with the analysis of [12] where it was shown (in the
4D case) that the field equation were not leading in the
generic case to equation (18) – in contrast to what is said
e.g. in [18]– while on the other hand, the condition (18)
was entering in a crucial way in the elimination of the BD
ghost. Note that condition (18) plays also a crucial role in
showing the equivalence between the vielbein and metric
formulation of dRGT theory. Indeed, the later formula-
tion involves a matrix square root which was shown in
[11] to exist iff (in the three and four dimensional cases)
vielbeins obeying condition (18) can be chosen.
Let us now go back to a canonical language and check
our statement that the action (1) does not have any hid-
den ‘undiscovered” gauge symmetries. To this end, we
now compute the brackets of all constraints with them-
selves and extract the number of first and second class
ones. It is easier to consider the smeared constraints,
Φ1(ξ)=
∫
ξaDe
a
Φ2(χ)=
∫
χa∇la
Φ3(ξ)=
∫
ξc
(
Rc + ǫabc
[
2k1e
alb + k2l
alb
])
Φ4(χ)=
∫
χc
(
Qc + ǫabc
[
2k2l
aeb + k1e
aeb]
)
Here, ξ and χ are arbitrary functions on the spatial man-
ifold, which will be removed at the end. Note that the
test functions are vectors; each functional Φi carries three
constraints.
The Poisson brackets of constraints are found easily as
[Φ1(ξ),Φ1(χ)]=
∫
−ǫabcξaχbDec
[Φ1(ξ),Φ2(χ)]=0
[Φ1(ξ),Φ3(χ)]=
∫
2k1ǫdbcǫ
d
aeχ
bξaℓcee − ǫabcξaχbRc
[Φ1(ξ),Φ4(χ)]=
∫
2ǫdbcǫ
d
aeχ
bξa
(
k1e
c + k2ℓ
c
)
ee
[Φ2(ξ),Φ2(χ)]=
∫
−ǫabcξaχb∇lc
[Φ2(ξ),Φ3(χ)]=
∫
2ǫdbcǫ
d
aeχ
bξa
(
k1e
c + k2ℓ
c
)
ℓe
[Φ2(ξ),Φ4(χ)]=
∫
2k2ǫdbcǫ
d
aeχ
bξaecℓe − ǫabcξaχbQc
[Φ3(ξ),Φ3(χ)]=
∫
2k1ǫabcξ
aχbDℓc
[Φ3(ξ),Φ4(χ)]=
∫
−2ǫabc
(
Dξaχb + ξa∇χb)(k1ec + k2lc)
[Φ4(ξ),Φ4(χ)]=
∫
2k2ǫabcξ
aχb∇ec (23)
To justify the counting (6) we should diagonalize (23)
isolating first and second class constraints to find six of
each. But this is not so easy and we shall not attempt to
do it here [20]. Instead, we ask the restricted question of
how many zero and how many non-zero eigenvalues does
4the matrix (23) have, when evaluated on the constraint
surface, i.e. what is the rank of the matrix of constraints
[Φα,Φβ ].
This question does not have a unique answer because
the right hand side of (23) is field dependent. For exam-
ple, the proportional ansatz [4] ℓa = αea yields solutions
with rank=4, while the family of solutions (20) and (21)
have the maximum rank=6. The maximum rank is 6 be-
cause the action (1) has 6 gauge symmetries and twelve
constraints. Thus, at least 6 constraints are first class.
The sector with maximum rank is crucial because is
stable under perturbations of initial conditions. On
open sets around maximum rank solutions one can forget
about the field-dependent nature of [φα, φβ ]; The num-
ber of zero and non-zero eigenvalues becomes meaningful
representing, respectively, the number of first and sec-
ond class constraints. A similar situation arises in higher
dimensional Chern-Simons theories [3].
Since the maximum rank can be achieved, for example
by (20) and (21), we conclude that on its generic sector
this theory has 6 first class constraints and 6 second class
ones. The counting (6) is thus correct and the Boulware-
Deser mode is active.
Summarizing, Zwei-Dreibein gravity does have an ac-
tive Boulware-Deser mode. There exists sectors in the
space of initial conditions and also a subset of theories
where this mode is hidden, but these are not generic. We
emphasize that we have not uncover in this paper the
nature of this mode. While it is expected to be a ghost,
this conclusion needs explicit confirmation.
A final word on the applications of this result to 4 di-
mensions is in order. A detailed Hamiltonian analysis
in 4 dimensions seems to confirm the elimination of the
Boulware-Deser mode (see [1], and references therein).
See [2] for an alternative Hamiltonian formulation of vier-
bein gravity. However, to our knowledge, the issue of
bifurcations and maximum rank conditions has not been
analyzed in detail. The 4-dimensional calculation is fur-
ther complicated by several issues discussed in [16],[7].
We hope to come back to this important case in the near
future. Note in particular that it was noticed in the La-
grangian analysis of [12] using the vielbein formulation,
that the way the BD ghost was removed was very differ-
ent depending on the mass term considered (i.e. translat-
ing in the present formalism, depending on the vanishing
or non vanishing of k1 and/or k2). In one case, the ghost
was argued to be absent per se, while in other cases,
its removal required the extraneous assumption of a con-
straint of the form (18), while in some other cases even
such an assumption was not enough to conclude. This
is in complete argreement with the present analysis, but
also opens the possibility that in 4 dimensions as well the
BD ghost might still be present in the most general case
(at least in the vierbein formulation), while it could be
absent in a subset of theories.
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